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The ceramic world of Liang Wenlun
Mr. Wenlun Liang is a famous ceramics artist in Dalian, a very beautiful seaside
city. He has devoting himself into ceramics art, concentrating his mind on soil
rapid progress with great efforts , formed a special style of art and gained
favorable comments by both amateurs and experts.
The traditional ceramics art in China was of high reputation and got brilliant
achievement. Although such achievement in history gave us confidence, modern
ceramics art started late in China. Pioneers, including Mr.Zhen Ke, Mr.Zhu Danian
and Mr. Mei Jianying had tried to propose and create this art in 1950’s and
1960’s , but it cannot make great progress under difficult environment and
conditions. However, the affect they made is profound and tar-reaching.
Chinese modern ceramics art actually started after reform and open to the world.
It was first exercised in the specialized course in Chinese Center Arts and Crafts
College. Just during this period, Mr. Wenlun Liang attended ceramics art
designing department of the college in the autumn of 1979 and got in touch with
modern ceramics.
Because of his long-term to painting, he didn’t realize the close relation between
ceramics art and painting as a foundation art, so he was a little hostile to
ceramics first. However, when he attended ceramics molding course, he showed
great interest to it and completed the first piece of work earnestly. It’s simple and
more like a traditional work, but it witnessed his first step to ceramics creation.
Further more, he saw the special power of expression and cultural connotation in
ceramics art through the specified courses he took.
After his return to Dalian, although Mr. Wenlun Liang did not deal with ceramics
creation at once, ceramics art was always deep in his mind. Find he set up his
own ceramics studio in 1990 with great efforts and threw himself into the
creation of modern ceramics. He became more sincere with the soil and more
enthusiasm with the flames.
Systematic foundation training of art in the college made Mr. Wenlun Liang have
strong knowledge of sketch and fine color cultivation and these strong points
gave him free rein forever. Form his work, we can see his strong ability of
modeling, great power of expression and coordinate and natural color which not
only harmonize the work itself but also conform to the materials. His work is not
the simple copy of the nature but the exquisite work of art. As he ever said, what
he wanted to do is to pursue the combination of painting and sculpture, express
it by modern ceramics art and form his own art style.
With the increase of age, Mr. Wenlun Liang showed great interest to ancient

buildings and produced a lot of work about them. He put his heart and feeling
into such work and aroused the recollection of the people. If you had a chance to
see his work, you would have a feeling of desolate, gloomy and also cordial and
you would find it’s hard to forget it, His work showed his concern about the
feelings of the citizenry and his sense of beauty from normal life.
There is a piece of work Mr. Wenlun Liang named cattle spirit, which depicts
broken wooden wheel, rust-eaten nails and cattle bone. The work is like a
historical relic, which records the ancient traffic tool and command admiration
and nostalgia of the viewers. This work has been chosen to exhibit in the 2000
International Ceramics Art Exhibition of Tsinghua University.
As a professional artist, Mr. Wenlun Liang masters the knowledge of ceramics
materials and molding method from his talent and his long-term experience.
Ceramics art is a unique art and modern ceramics art is an the starting point in
China. As Mr. Wenlun Liang stepped on this field, he made up his mind to stick on
it and hoped to create excellent work to the world and make people enjoy it. Now,
he realized his dream. We are eager to see more work he brings to us.
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